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Parents and the Education of their Children
count it's good, because it improves
self confidence of the child, but on
the other side, he/she may become a
big problem for society, by
selecting a wrong way of life.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz .
I observed the facial expressions of
the parents, who were watching
their children participating in short
skits on stage, in the English
language. The occasion was the
"English Language Day" of the
Near East Primary School.
The occasion was meant to let the
parents of the students know how
far their children have progressed in
their command of the language.
With every word spoken or action
made by the children on the stage,
the facial expressions of particularly
the parents of that particular child,
were worth observing. Their
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expressions
were
of
deep
satisfaction on one side, and that of
astonishment too on the other,
because this was perhaps the first
time that they were watching their
children performing in front of
people, and speaking English.
Indeed this was going to be an
unsaleable moment of the lives of
both the children and the parents too
.
There are some parents who believe
that a child will learn everything by
himself. So they just leave the child
open, and he/she will learn all good
and bad things from the society. But
these children do learn a lot,
because they learn everything
through a tough course of
adventure. They believe in learning
everything by themselves. On one

On the other side, there are parents,
who excessively take care of their
children. They become overprotective. They believe that they
have to teach everything to their
children, and protect him/her from
the outside world. This approach
too is not correct. Such children do
lack self-confidence, and usually
fail to take bold steps in life. They
usually turn to their parents or
someone else, while taking any
decision in their future lives. This
too is a dangerous way.
All that is needed from the parents
is to take care of their children,
without forcing them too much to
learn something that they (parents)
like, or not to do something which
they (parents) do not like. They are
supposed to maintain a very fine
balance between the two. They
must not be too authoritarian to
their children but at the same time
they must not be too soft either.
And this is the most difficult task or

duty that the parents usually find
on their shou0ders.
So if you are a parent with
children, do try to reassess your
behaviour and way of teaching with
your children, and be prepared to
amend your way of thinking, if
necessary. In fact it is not the
parents who are going to lose
anything, if they mend their way of
thinking and the system of teaching
and guiding their children.
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CyprusScene.com are flying high again with ALSIM
By Chris Elliott .....
I went back to the University of
Kyrenia in Karakum with
Margaret Sheard to meet again
with Cpt Koray Yilmaz FSTD
Manager and TEA examiner and
he told us just how pleased
everyone was with the article
Margaret published when we last
visited him ( click here).
So much so that ALSIM, the
French computer company and

suppliers of ALSIM Flight
Simulators posted our article on
their Facebook page where you
can read much more of their
products.
Naturally, Margaret and I went
back to see Cpt Koray Yilmaz to
learn more of the University of
Kyrenia Aviation Training School
and also the ALSIM Flight
Simulator and we will be bringing
you more news of this very soon.

Go Salsa Dancing in Girne
By Chris Elliott....

Kozi Sports Complex, Lapta Sahıl
Yürüyüş, Girne where they hold
classes on Monday evenings at
6.00pm - to 7.30pm and Thursday
morning from 9.00am to 10.00am
for beginners.

Publishing news of events and
things to do, we are always
surprised to come across another
opportunity to meet people and
share time together and in this
article we are telling our local Everyone welcome from beginners
and intermediate dancers and all
readers about Salsa dancing.
participants
will
have
the
Wikipedia tells us that Salsa is a opportunity of attending the Salsa
popular form of social dance that Jam at the Cyprus festival in
originated in the Caribbean. The September. Call 0533 875 3085 for
movements of salsa have origins in more information.
Puerto Rican bomba and plena,
Cuban Son, cha-cha-cha, mambo
and other dance forms.
The dance, along with salsa music,
originated in the mid-1970s in New
York and different regions of Latin
America and the United States have
distinct salsa styles of their own,
such as Cuban, Puerto Rican, Cali
Colombia, L.A. and New York
styles.
So if our local readers would like to
learn Salsa then do go along to
For more information visit the Facebook page on the following link :
https://www.facebook.com/104190810330332/videos/209023099847102/
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John Aziz Kent reply to Fikri Toros
In reply to the article we
published in which Fikri Toros
stated that "cooperation between
mobile phone operators was
rejected by Anastasiades", we
received a comment by Honorary
President of the TRNC Hoteliers
Association, John Aziz Kent in
which he said the following.
Dear Fikri Toros,
Thank you for telling the world of
the reluctance of Mr Anastasiades
to agree measures to bring the
two sides of Cyprus together and I
would like to add that our
neighbours and Greek Cypriot
friends are in no mood to let us
develop any economic powers.
Just as their Archbishop Makarios
did not and could not tolerate any
type of quick progress our people
were making soon after the Joint
Cyprus Republic was created He
one-sided changed the constitution
and took away most rights we had

to work alongside them to rebuild
any future that the GREEKS
destroyed all that the Turkish
community had worked for
through the horrible years of
ENOSIS AND EOKA.
But now once again we are
begging them to cooperate with us
in Tourism, Telecommunications,
Trading and if possible give us
back our identity and some of the
governmental power that they
stole and still govern on their own
since 1963 by keeping us under
Embargoes.

for just trying to resist the atrocities
their neighbours the Greeks tried to
drive them out of Cyprus.
Their aim was to declare ENOSIS
unite with Greece and become an
all Greek Island so please if there
is still some justice in this world try
and find the truth which is the
essence to the Cyprus problem, the
truth and god bless the truth.

May I also take this opportunity of
thanking Chris
Elliott
and
CyprusScene for their dedication
to Northern Cyprus by publicising
so much information in English
about our wonderful country and
its people for the world to read
and understand.
Yours sincerely
John Aziz Kent

Unfortunately this is allowed to
continue with the help of the UN,
EU and the rest of the Christian
Powerful Free World of which not
one of these powers has taken the
trouble to investigate who, why
and when the Cyprus problem
started. Instead every one of these
powerful states right through
these past horrible years has put
the blame on the Turkish people

KAR receive more help from the Netherlands
By Kim Betts........
Kyrenia Animal Rescue.....
KAR have been Accredited
Training Providers for The
Foundation for Cooperation on
Vocational, Education and Training
and the Labour Market for over 1
year now and another student has
come to learn about what we do,
how we do things and why.
Celine Gielen began her internship
with us in May and will stay until
early July. She is 21 and lives in
the Netherlands where she is
studying with the aim of working
in Animal Care/Welfare full time
eventually.

Her time, with KAR is being taken
up with working hands on with the
cats and dogs at our Rescue Centre,
assisting our vet with health checks
and neutering, going out with the
KAR Cat Team and many other
aspects of working with KAR and
some of the local vets.
Obviously Celine has come in at a
difficult time with the Centre in
Lock Down and has been learning
about the issues that can affect a
Rescue Centre following such an
outbreak.
Celine is proving to be a real help
for KAR and we hope that she is
also enjoying her stay with us.
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Both parties must agree on envoy/mediator/negotiator
Page 29

The
UN
Secretary-General’s
spokesperson Stéphane Dujarric
emphasized that the UN will not
propose an envoy, mediator or a
negotiator between the involved
parties in Cyprus unless both
parties agree on that person.
According to press conference
reports on the official website of
the UN, UNSG Spokesperson
Dujarric made the following
statement
regarding
the
assignment of Jane Holl Lute:

“It’s a case of people speculating
without any official announcement
from our part. We will announce
what we need to announce when
we feel the situation is ready.
Cyprus, like most of the issues we
deal with, is delicate and
complex.”

SPORTS

negotiator between the parties if
one of the parties does not agree
with that person. However,
regarding Mr. Guéhenno, I have
no specific comment.”

Responding
to
a
question
regarding the UN SecretaryGeneral
Antonio
Guterres’
proposal to send Jean Marie
Guéhenno as the Cyprus envoy,

President Akinci received Verwey
President Akıncı received the
Director-General of the European
Commission's Structural Reform
Support Service, Maarten Verwey,
and his accompanying delegation.

and the fact that he was rejected by
one of the sides on the grounds that
he is from an EU member state,
Dujarric said: “The UN will not
propose an envoy, mediator or

At the meeting, the EU's relations
with the Turkish Cypriot side were
evaluated, and the present stage on
the Cyprus issue was also
discussed.

Time to chill out at the Ministry
TRNC Deputy Prime Ministry and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs support
Mardo fund raising project
During the recent heat wave it was
great to see the Deputy Prime
Ministry and Ministry of Foreign
Affairs giving support to the “30
thousand scoops of ice cream”
project which was initiated by

Mardo Ice Cream on behalf of
Kemal Saraçoğlu Foundation for
Children with Leukemia and
Cancer.
All income from the sales will be
donated to the Kemal Saraçoğlu
Foundation for Children with
Leukemia and Cancer.

Children of Near East Primary School
celebrated English Language Day
The children of the Near East
Primary School celebrated the
"English Language Day", on 6th
June 2018.
A two hour show was organised at
the Ataturk Centre of NEU, where
the primary school students
exhibited their knowledge of the
English language. It was an
occasion where they showed to
their parents that they have started
learning the English language, and

the level they have achieved to
date.
A series of short stage skits were
organised, where the young
children spoke the given dialogues
in English on stage.
The parents and families of the
children attended the occasion and
enjoyed the performances of the
children.
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Kyprianou: “Deliberate stalling is a form of treason”
“Misrepresenting the facts for the
creation of two separate states on
purpose, or by deliberately stalling
the process, is a form of treason,”
the General-Secretary of the Greek
Cypriot political party AKEL has
said.
According to a report in the Greek
Cypriot
weekly
newspaper,
Simerini,
Andros
Kyprianou
criticised Anastasiades’ statements
regarding the date of the Guterres
framework, and asked, “If there is a
document dated 30th June, why we
are discussing July 4th?” He also
asked why Mr. Anastasiades had

referred to the June 30th document
in his letters to the UN SecretaryGeneral after Crans Montana.
“The truth is different. This
document
reveals
something
concrete and Mr. Anastasiades
needs to evaluate this at the
negotiations. Mr. Akıncı says that
they [the Turkish Cypriot side] are
ready to resume negotiations
immediately if we accept the UN
Secretary-General’s
document.”
Kyprianou said.

the one who spoilt the dinner, the
UN Secretary-General should not
absolve
Turkey
from
its
responsibilities. If the Greek
Cypriot side was absolutely in the
right as Mr. Anastasiades has

claimed, I have no doubt that Mr.
Anastasiades would have had a
strong reaction. Why he has not
contacted the permanent members
of the Security Council now? Why
there is no reaction from our side?”

Kyprianou continued: “If [Turkish
Foreign Minister] Çavuşoğlu was

Statement by Turkey's Chief of General Staff
Turkey’s Chief of the General
Staff Full General Hulusi Akar has
stated that activities necessary for
the protection of rights and
interests arising from international
law and agreements are being
carried out in the Aegean,
Mediterranean, and Cyprus.
Speaking at an event last week,
Full General Akar said: "Turkey is
in favour of resolving the current

42nd TRNC International Fair
The 42nd TRNC International Fair
opened its gates on Friday 1st June
2018.
108 businesses will attend the fair,
which remains open until the 10th
of June.
The fair is being held at the Ataturk
Cultural
Centre
park
and

fairground in Lefkosa.
There will also be a funfair which
is open to the public from 7pm to
11pm Sunday to Thursday and until
midnight on Friday and Saturday
the 8th and 9th June.

problems in the Aegean within the
framework of international law
and good-neighbourly relations.
However, activities necessary for
the protection of our rights and
interests arising from international
law and agreements are being
carried out with determination,
especially
in
the
Aegean,
Mediterranean, and Cyprus”.
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Happy wedding day at St. Andrew’s Church for Helen and Daniel
On Thursday 31st May, in spite of
the
inclement
weather
(thunderstorms and torrential
rain!), St. Andrew’s Church in
Kyrenia was filled with happiness
and joy at the wedding of Helen
Lukey and Daniel Stickley.
Helen, a Senior Carer from Poole
and Daniel, a Leisure Centre Duty
Manager and Lifeguard from
Blandford met through a dating
website some five years ago and,
by a remarkable coincidence
which neither party realised at the
time, became engaged on exactly
the same date as Helen’s mum and
dad 50 years earlier!

Judy and Mike, Helen’s parents,
had been visiting North Cyprus
since 1997 and finally became
‘swallows’ when they bought their
Ozanköy home in 2003. So it was
natural that their daughter, who
had spent many happy holidays
with them in their new home,
decided to have her wedding here,
especially since the weather would
be so beautiful in May!
Daniel was supported by his best
man Ricky Trim, and Helen was
escorted on the arm of her dad,
Mike, and her bridesmaids Nicki
Way, Sally Marks, Jasmine Lukey
and Anjie Teideman. Flower girl

Revd. Christine Goldsmith conducts the service

Megan Lukey strewed the aisle
with petals while Helen’s grandson
Noah Lukey, held in his dad Ben
Lukey’s arms, was page boy: four
generations of the family all
together for this happy day.

“We’d like to express our heartfelt
thanks to the dedicated members
of St. Andrew’s Church who have
shown the utmost professionalism
and care in organising the wedding
service of Helen and Dan.

The Revd Christine Goldsmith
conducted the ceremony, which
was administered by Pat Baulch,
the Diocesan Wedding Coordinator.

“Special thanks must go to the
Church Wardens, Stuart (Hillard)
and Sandy (Oram), and to John
(Worton-Griffiths) for putting the
entrance and exit music into the
church’s sound system.

The reception was held at Eminem
Restaurant in Çatalköy.
Judy and Mike, who organised the
wedding in North Cyprus said,

“A huge thank you to Earl Moffitt
(St. Andrew’s Director of Music),
John Crothers, (Organist) and the
Choir for their greatly appreciated
input.”

Photos courtesy of Susie Forster Photography
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Fundraiser for the Vadili Dogs
By Margaret Sheard ....
Madde H Gergin and Margaretha
Linden organised a lunch and talk
which was held on Saturday 2nd
June at the Courtyard Inn,
Karakum, hosted by Altin Patiler
Derneği, in aid of the Vadili Dogs.
There were around 30 people who
had come along to give support to
the cause which was started by
Kimi Watts and Irene Scott who
discovered the sad plight of the
Vadili dogs.
Following is the text Madde sent
to me which gives the story of the
start of the project to save them.
“Today we want to introduce you
to a very special group of dogs
who are all in desperate need of
help. These dogs have been left,
totally isolated from the outside
world for years, in deplorable
conditions. Their stories all begin
the same; abandoned, thrown out
or found sick and injured on the
streets. These 27 lives are
maintained entirely by the
kindness of 1 local woman, a
responsibility we wish to alleviate
in any way we can. Although all
the dogs are of sound weights,
apart from 4 recently dumped
puppies, none are neutered and
some are in desperate need of
medical attention. Basic health
care like internal and external
parasite treatment is urgently
needed. All dogs need to be blood
tested for Leishmania and
Erleichia to rule out and address
any disease. The living conditions
are far from ideal and must
attribute to much of the health
problems
encountered.
Dead
rodents and faeces cover the
wooden pallets meant for sleeping.
Due to the remoteness of this

shelter, the dogs are very
vulnerable to attacks during the
night by locals and the cages have
been opened for the dogs to fight
with one another. These dogs are
desperate to step out of their cages
for the first time and experience the
love of a forever home ”.
Madde welcomed everyone to the
event and said that both herself and
Margaretha, are supporters trying to
do something to help the numerous
street animals, there are laws which
are in existence but the Government
do nothing to enforce them. The
way forward is neutering of street
animals to reduce the ever growing
numbers. There is a law forbidding
shops from selling puppies but
again is this being monitored and
enforced? Madde asked everyone
to spread the word and maybe
someone will take notice and take
action.

and many others which still need
the help of people who care. She
went on to say that 29 dogs were
found at Vadili, unfortunately one
died early on, and of the remaining
28 which they managed to take out
of the appalling conditions, they
had found homes for 25 in the UK
and Germany. They do not rehome in Cyprus although foster
carers are used in the interim
period of sorting out medical and
paperwork procedures.
The event included lunch and so
everyone had placed their orders
for a starter and main course and
were soon tucking in to a nice
meal. This was followed by the
raffle and a short break before the
talk, during which Lena Lindh and
her daughter Ingrid, introduced 2
Labrador puppies which had been
dumped at the Malatya Dog and
Cat Hotel recently.
Lena is

Kimi Watts with Teddy, her Shitzu,
rescued from being a stud puppy

desperate to find a home for
them. They were so cute and
many of the guests gave them a
cuddle but I don’t think there
were any takers that day, maybe
someone will come forward and
take one or both of them. They
were so well behaved, not a
whimper from either of them and
they seemed to enjoy the
attention, although I seemed to
detect a little sadness in their
eyes.
On a lighter note, Madde pointed
out the large number of raffle
prizes which had been donated,
from Wines of the World, the Eye
Clinic, Petline, Malatya Dog & Cat
Hotel plus others for which they
were very grateful.
Kimi then thanked everyone for
coming to give support and spoke
about the work which was being
done to re-home the Vadili dogs
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continued .....

Fundraiser for the Vadili Dogs

We were then introduced to
Merter Öktem of Dogmental,
Lefkoşa, who is a well-known dog
behaviour expert who studied in
the USA and he proceeded to give
a very interesting talk about
understanding dogs and the way to
communicate with them. He said a
dog does not really understand
what you are saying, it is a
question of contact and body
language and dogs have the
intelligence to understand how
they should react from tone of
voice, gestures etc.
I would think that all of the guests
were dog or cat owners and of
course there were many questions
which Merter tried to answer. A

little difficult for him without
actually being able to engage with
the dog in question but everyone
seemed very satisfied with his
response to their problems.
The Courtyard had generously
donated 15TL from each meal
served and the total raised during
the afternoon, including the raffle,
was 870TL, so a nice amount to go
towards the work still being done
to re-home the Vadili dogs.

Merter Öktem of Dogmental, Lefkoşa,

Thank you to Altin Patiler Derneği,
Madde Gergin, Margaretha Linden,
Kimi Watts and Irene Scott for the
wonderful work you are doing to
help the street animals of North
Cyprus.

Near East University Film Posters Exhibition
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The Radio, TV and Cinema
Department
of
Near
East
University is organising an
exhibition of film posters of films
related to Cyprus.
First and one of its own kind, the
posters of all films, related to
Cyprus, are going to be exhibited
in The Mall, Famagusta, which
opens on 6th June, 2018.
Organised with cooperation of
Famagusta Municipality and Ömer
Evre Productions, the exhibition
will remain open until 13th June.
The exhibition covers all the
posters of films regarding Cyprus,
whether produced in Turkey or out
of Turkey. It also includes films
which were shot in Cyprus.
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Girne to Lefkosa dual carriageway reopens after upgrading
The renewed first section of the
Lefkoşa -Girne dual carriageway
has been opened to traffic on
Friday 1st June 2018.
27 thousand tons of asphalt and 53
thousand tons of foundation had
been laid on the 4.8km long
section. Each lane of the road is
3.5m wide and the road has a total
width of 10.5m.

The section also contains 4.8km of
crash
barriers
and
4.8km
thermoplastic lines.
The start of the works on the
second phase of the road will be
announced in the coming days.
Source:
TRNC Ministry of Public Works
and Transportation

42nd International Fair in Lefkosa
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The 42nd International Fair, which
was opened last Friday 1st June at
the Ataturk Fair centre
in
Lefkoşa, is the centre of attraction
for people, who are visiting the
stalls of 108 local and 28 Turkish
mainland businessmen.
The stalls exhibit goods and
services from all walks of the life,
including
heavy
agricultural
machines, home decoration items,
sports goods, bicycles, etc. The
businessmen are using this
opportunity to advertise their
products
and
services,
by

distributing pamphlets and other
information. The staff at every
stall help and attend to queries of
the visitors.
The exhibition
reason for the
number of the
amusement park
and restaurants,
very good sales.

The exhibition remains open until
10th June, and can be visited from
7.00pm to 11.00pm Sunday to
Thursday and until midnight on
Friday and Saturday the 8th and
9th June.

Sumer Erek Art Exhibition "Keep Alive"
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
SUMER EREK, the London
based artist is holding an
exhibition of his painting series
entitled "KEEP ALIVE", in the
Atatürk Cultural Centre, Lefkosa
which opened on 6th June. This
exhibition is the continuity of his
first exhibition, in Brussels, in
February this year, entitled "The
days not lived".
Artist Sumer in his unique style of
portrait painting, has put on

canvas the portraits of Özer Elmas,
Mehmet
Ömer,
Muharrem
Özdemir, Mustafa Ertan, Ercan
Turgut
and Sadık Cemil, the
Turkish Cypriot young students,
who were killed in Turkey during
1976 - 1979.
The exhibition started with a
cocktail party at 5pm on
Wednesday 6th June and will close
on 7th June. The exhibition opened
for art lovers from 5pm to 8.30pm
on Wednesday, and between 10am
and 8.30pm on Thursday 7th June.

has become a
increase in the
visitors to the
and small cafes
who are having
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Rotary Garden Party hosted by Ben and Ayten
food which kept coming. Later a
selection of desserts were laid out
and so time to start again, but this
time we resisted.

By Margaret Sheard ...
Rotarian Ben Benoit and his wife
Ayten opened their lovely garden
in Karsiyaka for a garden party for
the Rotary Club of Kyrenia
Cosmopolitan and many Rotarians
and friends joined them around the
pool where many tables had been
set out for the occasion.
The garden is very large, very well
set out and interesting, with lawns,
shrubs, little annexes with seating
and buildings housing birds.
We joined the incoming President
Hakki Muftuzade and his wife
Behiye at a table, however being
near to the music speakers, we
decided to move ourselves to
another area so we could chat and
later another couple joined us and
we had some very interesting
conversation with people we had
not met before.
Someone had been very busy
preparing food, judging by the
huge and varied plates which
appeared on the tables laid out for
the buffet, it was hard to choose
from the many different items of

1st Prize

2nd Prize

While all this was going on a few
people started to dance alongside
the pool, including a couple who
gave
an
excellent
Salsa
demonstration
Raffle tickets had been sold and
then came the raffle draw which
included some very nice prizes.
This was a very nice informal
garden party and Ben and Ayten
had arranged it for 5pm onwards to
avoid the heat of the afternoon, so
it was very pleasant weather-wise
and, as always, so nice to catch up
with the Rotarians and others.
Thank you to Ben and Ayten for
spoiling us in your beautiful
garden, it was a really nice event
on behalf of the Rotary Club of
Kyrenia Cosmopolitan.
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The Butchery of WW2 - Have we learned anything?
By Ismail Veli .....
WW2 officially started with the
invasion of Poland by Germany on
1st September 1939 and Poland was
invaded by the Soviet Union on 17th
September.
By October Nazi Germany occupied
vast chunks of the West and central
parts of Poland while the Soviets
occupied a massive chunk of Eastern
Poland. Great Britain and France in
response declared war on Germany on
3rd September. Neither of the 2 allies
ever declared war on the Soviet
Union for the invasion of Poland.
By 1941 Germany and its allies
effectively controlled Continental
Europe. Their brilliant military
planning in a new style of warfare
Blitzkrieg/Lightning war was a
byproduct of the massive losses of
trench warfare in WW1. Germany's
military planners had learned their
lesson well. Sadly the Western allies
were slow in this concept of modern
warfare and their defeats in France,
Norway, Greece and the Balkans
seemed irreversible at the time.
Germany seemed unbeatable. The
German Soviet ''Non Aggression
Pact'' of 1939 kept the two countries
from war. Great Britain stood alone
but in the Battle of Britain in 1940 the
RAF with new technology like Radar,
its closer proximity to homeland
airfields and above all the amazing
skill and courage shown by RAF
pilots eventually wore down the
Luftwaffe's seemingly unstoppable air
superiority.

The failure by Germany to defeat the
RAF forced Germany to cancel its
seaborne invasion of England code
named ''Operation Sealion''. Germany
however was in control of Europe and
felt that Great Britain was no longer a
credible military threat to its
stranglehold. Hitler turned his
attention towards the East and the
invasion of the Soviet Union in June
1942 took the world by storm. Within
a short few months the Nazi war
machine was at the gates of Moscow
and the victory of Germany seemed
inevitable. The severe winter and
massive resourcefulness of the Soviet
Union's army under the command of
Georgy Zhukov was to finally stop the
inexorable advances of the German
Blitzkrieg. Leningrad and Stalingrad
stood firm and the German nightmare
of WW1 casualty rates was again a
possibility.
Another and completely unexpected
twist of fate was to finally turn what
seemed a mostly European war into a
truly global war that for its brutality,
loss of life and number of countries
involved had no other comparison in
history. Japan decided to attack the
USA and its naval bases on the islands
of Hawaii and Pearl Harbour in
particular. Germany feeling confident
decided to also declare war on the
USA. The blunder by Japan and
Germany in their arrogant self
confidence was to finally turn the tide
against them. The industrial might and
infinite capacity to produce armaments
that the Axis powers simply could not
match was no doubt a twist of fate that
finally rid the world of the Axis

powers. It's hard to conceive how the
Axis thought they could match such
industrial and manpower that the
Allies could bring to bear. In fact by
1944 the US alone produced an
amazing 96.318 warplanes of which
35.005 were bombers. The US and
Soviets alone had an incredible
24.277.000 men under arms by the end
of the war. In addition the USA
produced an incredible 62.770 landing
craft of various types. By today's
standards these statistics are simply
mind boggling.

The invasion of Europe by the allies
on 6th June 1944 in Normandy,
France and the powerful thrusts of
the Soviet forces in the East was to
finally bring Nazi Germany to its
heels. On 6th June known as D Day,
(Operation Overlord) involving an
incredible 6.939 vessels of many
types was the largest amphibious
landings ever undertaken in history.
It also involved massive air force
involvement and parachute landings
such as the world had never seen. It
also involved the landings of 73.000

Stalingrad

D Day landings in Normandy 6th June 1944

The German war machine is stopped by the RAF
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The Butchery of WW2 - Have we learned anything?

US combat troops and 59.000 British
on the first day alone. This long
anticipated operation by the Allies
was the beginning of the end for Nazi
Germany.
The end of war left in its wake
destruction
that
is
simply
unimaginable. WW2 had cost an
estimated 15 million military deaths,
25 million wounded and a staggering
45 million civilian deaths. The
Soviets alone lost an estimated 20
million and Chinese deaths range
from 10 to 20 million. Germany and
Japan also suffered immensely with
estimated dead and wounded of 8-10
million between them.

happening again.
Move on 73 years from D Day and 74
years from the end of WW2 and
humanity is today faced with refugee
crises again on a global scale.
The nature of warfare may have
changed but the primitive instincts of
humans to inflict misery is primitive
in nature as it ever was. It may be a
worn out phrase but humans simply
don't seem to learn from history.
That I'm afraid is a sad indictment of
a species that claims to be
''CIVILISED''. If we are, I hate to
think what we could inflict on each
other if we weren't.

A Soviet soldier's face says it all. 1943

Even small countries like Greece lost
an estimated 200.000 dead and much
more wounded. The number of
refugees and displaced people may
never truly be known.
The dropping of the atomic weapons
on Japan is another story. The
aftermath of this butchery left world
leaders in a position of scratching
their heads on reconstruction and
trying to heal the wounds in order to
move forward and lay some kind of a
new world order, in order to try and
prevent such a disaster from ever

Italians fleeing from the area around
Monte Cassino

US Marines in the Pacific

Refugees

Hiroshima 9th August 1945

Syria
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Minister Atakan Launches Project On Traffic Safety
In a press conference held at the
ministry recently Minister of Public
Works and Transportation Tolga
Atakan, announced the launch of the
project aiming at a safer traffic and
transportation system in the TRNC.
Below is Minister Atakan’s speech
where he explains the works to be
undertaken by his Office:

engineering, besides being capable of
conducting practical research in the
field with a high level of traffic safety
awareness. In addition, under my
leadership, Mr Aksu will take on the
role of a fully authorized advisor to
the Ministry in all our efforts related
to the traffic safety and transportation
system we plan to establish.

A traffic safety and transportation
system that will serve our people
has long been overdue.

With priorities in mind, we have
launched our efforts after classifying
the projects to be implemented as
“very short,” “short,” “medium,” and
“long” term.

"Today, we are gathered here to
announce that change in traffic safety,
on behalf of the Turkish Cypriot
community, has begun. This change
was inevitable but had been delayed
for many years.
As you know, we recently celebrated
another traditional “Traffic Week.” I
would like to emphasize that we will
be on duty to bring about traffic safety
52 weeks a year, not just a mere week.
Today, licensed and professional
traffic and transportation engineer Mr
Taner Aksu is here with us to
represent his team, with which we
have been working together for some
time. Later on, I will elaborate on why
Mr Aksu and his team are here with
us.
For many years, we have been aware
as a community that the lack of a
traffic safety and transportation
system has brought us to today's state
of affairs, which is beyond grave. All
traffic safety statistics and daily news
attest to this truth.
It is very saddening to see that former
administrations did not exhibit any
awareness and did not even want to
contemplate the changing of this
beyond grave situation. Since we are
here to bring about a change never
done before, I see no need to talk
about the past from here on.
For us it is impossible to accept
fatalities and serious injuries in our
roadway traffic. Thus, I would like to
underscore our strong need to change

both as a community and state system.
However, changes are hard, but we are
determined to achieve this difficult
task. We have created a team
experienced in traffic safety and
transportation
that
will
work
scientifically, and we have already
begun our efforts that will contribute
to the change we hope to create.
It is time to tackle the issue of traffic
safety and transportation system in a
holistic manner. For this reason, we
have started working on different
areas in parallel in regard to traffic
safety and transportation.
The goal in question here is not to
build more roads or similar constructs
for our people. The crucial point is
that, while what is necessary is being
done for the welfare of our
community,
saving
lives
and
preventing serious injuries should be
the primary goal for us all. And this is
the exact meaning of “traffic safety”.
Despite the fact that many countries in
the world have adopted “Vision Zero”,
a traffic safety and transportation
approach started by the Swedish
Parliament in 1997, it is unfortunate
that, as a country, we are far from
being ready for “Vision Zero.” Thus,
in order to adopt “Vision Zero,” we
first need to go through a very serious
and difficult preparation process.
As shown in the diagrams we have
shared with you, the Traffic
Department under our ministry is at

the root of this very important and
essential change. While establishing
the correct structure for the Traffic
Department, the necessary working
system
for
the
Traffic
and
Transportation Services Commission
will also be determined and
implemented.
Starting with education, enforcement,
engineering, and emergency services-the
4E
system--implemented
successfully in the rest of the world,
we have launched efforts to establish
the traffic safety system shown in the
charts as 7E, which is composed of
seven items in total. However, in every
step we take, education will be the
fundamental ingredient of change.
Now I would like to inform you on
how we are planning to implement our
plans.
Starting from the very first day we took
office, we launched a study with the
traffic safety and transportation
experts.
We
have
formed
a
professional team that will provide
expert advice to our Ministry under the
guidance of Mr Taner Aksu, who
worked in the US as a licensed traffic
and transportation engineer and has
been contributing to the formation of a
traffic safety and transportation system
in North Cyprus for many years.
This professional team is composed of
engineers and architects who possess
the requisite education and experience
in traffic safety and transportation

Now, I would like to provide a few
examples to the projects we are
planning to implement in the very
short term. We have been receiving a
lot of rightful inquiries and complaints
with regards to the way speed cameras
are being used in North Cyprus. We
need to implement a standard with
respect to the use of speed cameras
such that speed cameras can serve
their purpose, instead of being used
either as traps or cash cows.

Placing billboards in central refuges
and roadsides is an incorrect practice
that negatively impacts traffic safety.
We must abandon this practice
immediately.
Especially
the
billboards that advertise alcoholic
drinks will have to be removed. We
are planning to undertake the
necessary efforts to remove all
billboards advertising alcoholic
drinks, as done in all developed
countries.
We have also begun to determine
problematic junctions on busy
routes. In a very short period of
time, while working on permanent
solutions to these junctions, we will
implement temporary improvements
with the aim of providing safe flow.
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continued ...

Minister Atakan Launches Project On Traffic Safety

Especially, we will eliminate minor
deficiencies at these junctions and
build proper left turn lanes, where
applicable, for more safety.
We will do whatever is necessary for a
functioning
road
and
street
illumination system, which has been
used
both
necessarily
and
unnecessarily on our main roads and
in our cities. These systems have not
been functioning as they should have
from the first day of their installation,
and the situation is getting worse by
the day. Therefore, the current road
illumination system is far from
providing the necessary service to the
public.

depend on human, vehicle, and road
factors in depth. We have also started
working on what drivers must do to
abide by all traffic rules, as required by
the 7E traffic safety approach. For
example, as a priority, we have
launched an effort to ensure that seat
belts, child safety seats, and
motorcycle helmets are used at all
times and drivers are prevented from
speeding, driving under the influence
of alcohol, and using mobile phones
while travelling.

We are also planning to upgrade our
existing traffic light systems and
introduce a modern system in all new
implementations.
Another planned short term effort
includes
the
legalization
and
For the short and medium term, we implementation of necessary temporary
have started working on the design traffic control mechanisms such that all
and construction of all junctions on construction or repair work areas are
our main roads currently spreading safe for the public.
constant danger and not serving their
intended purpose so that these I would also like to announce that we
junctions become safe and enable fluid will make sure that roads and junctions
traffic flow. For example, dangerous that will be built and those which are
junctions on the Lefkoşa -Gazimağusa already under construction are in
and Lefkoşa -Güzelyurt roads and compliance with world standards, and,
junctions similar to these are within most importantly, will certainly
the scope of this project.
provide traffic safety. Due to the lack
of official standards, we, as a
The work to completely transform the community, took over many structures
Alayköy junction on the Lefkoşa - that fail to comply with world
Güzelyurt road into a safer one has standards and hence do not serve their
already begun.
intended purpose. We can certainly
change direction and stop walking on a
Another study which we place a lot of course that brought us the grave
importance on has to do with the predicament we face today. Therefore,
determination of the exact reasons our standards will be developed and
behind all traffic crashes, primarily legalized so that they are valid in the
those resulting in fatalities and serious entire country. In summary, the time
injuries, such that we can learn what for standardization has come.
we must do in order to ensure that
such events never happen again.
There is no doubt that we are planning
to work towards a public transportation
It is obvious that, from now on, we system, in addition to facilitating
need to look beyond the notion of pedestrian and bicycle transportation.
“loss of control of a vehicle" as the
primary reason for every fatal or The country’s transportation system
serious crash. That is, we need to cannot be left to adapt itself to the
evaluate all pertinent factors that continuously increasing number of

vehicles and traffic volume. It is a
given that increasing motor vehicle
traffic density takes a lot away from
our economy, environment, and
health.

enforcement system, and black spot
determination and elimination, but,
unfortunately, these projects have not
been implemented in a way that would
serve the public.

Our Highways Department will also
play
an
important
role
in
implementing the change we have
mentioned today. With this goal in
mind, we have launched a study so
that we can enable the Department to
function as an integral part a properly
working system.

We will pursue the efforts launched in
the past with the aim of improving our
vehicle insurance system, so that we
can bring it to the level of the EU
standards.

When it comes to traffic safety
education, we will continue the
serious efforts that have been started a
number of years ago, such that we
include educating our kids in traffic
safety starting from kindergarten level
until they graduate from high school.
We must even educate our young
people who study in our universities.
The aim of introducing proper traffic
safety education is to ensure that
future generations live in an
environment that provides true traffic
safety. In addition, we are planning to
do what we must to help raise the
traffic safety awareness of our people.
Among our priorities is the
implementation of the traffic safety
projects that were conducted by the
European Union on behalf of the
Turkish Cypriot community about
eight years ago. We will also be fixing
any deficiencies of these projects, if
any exist, before implementing them.
These projects covered the vehicle
inspection system, driver licensing
system, driver training system, police

We are also planning to work
intensively on legal amendments
required for implementing the change
in question.
One of our most important tasks will
be to create transparency through
informing the public as we progress in
our work.
As a last note, I would like to say that
those of us who work on the system
side have enormous responsibilities.
On the other hand, every individual
living in our country also has serious
responsibilities. I would also like to
emphasize that our media has a very
important role to play in the change
that we have mentioned today.
We all should know that we can have a
safe traffic system if and only if all of
us fulfill our responsibilities.
Source: TRNC Ministry of Public
Works and Transportation
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Peace and Prosperity for all Cypriots
An open letter to Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret Ozersay
We have just received the following
open letter from Roger L Jennings
to the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Kudret Ozersay, which we are
publishing and passing to the
appropriate authorities in Northern
Cyprus with the hope that through
this initiative there may be a change
in the long running Cyprus saga.
Peace and Prosperity for all
Cypriots
June 4, 2018
An Open Letter to the Minister of
Foreign Affairs Kudret Ozersay.
Years ago the US was the Beacon
of Hope for the oppressed around
the world. The TRNC is oppressed
by the UN embargo and EU
prejudice.
The US is doing
nothing to help the TRNC or
resolve the differences between
Greeks and Turks.
The US State Department is not the
friend, or even fair, with the
TRNC. The March visit to southern

Waking the Lion

Lausanne for POW and population
exchange.

“...within the heart of every
man sleeps a lion...”

Both Governments knew they were
appointing an American who was
representing their enemy. And that
is just the beginning of the story of
service.

Armenian Proverb
Cyprus by A. Wess Mitchell, US
Assistant Secretary of State for
European and Eurasian Affairs, is
proof.
President Trump is unlike any
other American leader.
He
represents traditional American
values. If the facts are presented
to him, he will establish mutual
diplomatic
recognition
and
commercial trade with the TRNC.
That will break the embargo and
lead to greater prosperity for all
Cypriots.
If you want President Trump to
take this action, you must be

willing to help the TRNC. You
need to write to President Trump
requesting a special envoy rather
than the State Department be
appointed representing the US.

We can bring peace and prosperity
to Cyprus very quickly, if you and
President Akinci will both sign a
letter to President Trump.
Respectfully,
Roger L. Jennings

There is no American with better
credentials than the undersigned.
For three generations the Jennings
family has worked for peace and
prosperity for Greeks and Turks.
That started with my Grandfather
Asa
K. Jennings who is the
highest decorated person in Greek
history. He was appointed by the
Greek Government and Gazi M.
Kemal of Turkey as their diplomat
in common at the Treaty of

References to show qualifications:
Waking the Lion by Roger L. Jennings is a book that describes the Megali Idea and the Greek invasion of Turkey in 1919 followed by the rescue of
1,250,000 Greeks, Armenians and Jews by Asa K. Jennings.
The Wallenberg Medal
http://www.raoulwallenberg.net/saviors/rev-asa-kent-jennings-to-be-posthumously-honored-by-the-raoul-walllenberg-foundation/
Speech delivered by Roger Jennings in Volos, Greece, at dedication of monument to Asa K. Jennings
http://www.unc.edu/depts/diplomat/item/2017/0106/ca/jennings_volos.html
You Tube video of Volos dedication ΕΚΔΗΛΩΣΗAsa K.Jennings
“Cyprus and Missing in the Negotiations” by Roger Jennings
https://cyprusscene.com/2016/10/04/cyprus-and-missing-in-the-negotiations/
“It's Simple – the Cyprus Negotiations Will Fail” by Roger Jennings
http://www.unc.edu/depts/diplomat/item/2016/0106/ca/jennings_simple.html
“The Byzantine Textbook and How It Affects Northern Cyprus” by Roger Jennings
https://cyprusscene.com/2017/06/the-byzantine-textbook-and-how-it-affects-northern-cyprus/
“One Man Changed Greece and Turkey Forever: by Roger Jennings
http://www.unc.edu/depts/diplomat/item/2010/0103/comm/jennings_oneman.html
“TRNC Should Celebrate the Release from the Crans-Montana Talks” by Roger Jennings
https://cyprusscene.com/2017/07/18/trnc-should-celebrate-the-release-from-the-crans-montana-talks/
The Saga of a Friendship: Asa Kent Jennings and The American Friends of Turkey by Turkish author Rifat N. Bali. Istanbul: Libra Kitapcilik ve
Yayincilik, 2009
“Time for Change” by Roger Jennings
https://cyprusscene.com/2018/02/22/time-for-change-in-cyprus-thinking-and-peace-talks/#more-614910
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

Fikri Ataoğlu the Minister of Tourism and Environment
enjoys a Bicycle Ride.

Bicycle Tour and Festival
supported by the
TRNC Ministry of Tourism and Environment

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
Bicycle Tour and Festival in Lefkosa
Pictures courtesy of Şerife Akcan
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In the Spotlight!
Wednesday night at Rafters, Ozanköy
with Jeff Phillips as Neil Diamond Tribute
Pictures courtesy of Abbas
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Famous Britons
1) How is Emma Bunton better known?
2) Who won the women’s singles championship at Wimbledon in 1961?

American History
1) Who founded New Orleans?
2) When did the Stars and Stripes become the official flag?

TV Characters
1) Who is the main character in “One Foot in the Grave”?
2) What was Lovejoy’s profession?

British History
1) Who was the first woman to be elected Speaker of the House of
Commons?
2) In which year was VAT introduced in Britain?

New York
1) What does the name SoHo stand for?
2) Why was Times Square so called?
Castles
1) Which castle’s records office did Michael Collins break into?
2) Which castle was the French marital home of Mary Queen of Scots?
Elton John
1) Which 1982 single was written as a tribute to John Lennon?
2) What was Elton’s first solo UK number one single?

Grid No. 57

Theatre
1) What is the Green Room?
2) With which company did Sir John Gielgud make his first stage
appearance?
Thomas Hardy
1) In what profession was Hardy employed when he moved to London?
2) In which fictional English county is most of his work set?
Nursery Rhymes
1) With what did Jack mend his head?
2) How many blackbirds were in the king’s pie?

Grid No. 58

Answers on page 22
No cheating !
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
9th June to 23rd June 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
15th June – Friday - RBL Poppy Appeal event at 22nd June – Friday - RBL Quiz Night at the
The Punjab Restaurant, Lapta with The Best of Neil Olive Press, Lapta at 7.30pm. Compered by
Diamond (Jeff Phillips). 7.30pm. 3-course meal at Brian Thomas. 5TL entry and 10TL for a
80TL. To book call 0542 850 0294.
game of Stupid Bingo. To book your team call
0533 880 1196
15th June – Friday - RBL Poppy Appeal event at
The Punjab Restaurant, Lapta with The Best of Neil 22nd June – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
Diamond (Jeff Phillips). 7.30pm. 3-course meal at Music House, Alsancak present Lady M
80TL. To book call 0542 850 0294.
Quartet. Starting at 10pm. Entrance 25TL.

6th – 13th June - Exhibition of film posters at
The Mall, Famagusta, organised by Near East
University. Posters showing films relating to
Cyprus and which have also been shot in
Cyprus.
9th June – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Bex Marshall
from the UK. Starting at 10pm. Entrance 25TL
12th June – Tuesday - There will be an auction
organised by Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR) at
The Courtyard Inn, Karakum. 4pm to 6pm for
viewing and bidding will then start at 6pm.
Some lovely items up for bids, so please try to
come along and support the animals of the
TRNC.
Food and drink will be available
before, during and after the event. More
information via link shown below :
13th June – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak will be featuring
Alper Cengiz and Friends, from 10pm.
Entrance 15TL.
14th June – Thursday - Quiz Night and
Karaoke at The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe at
8.30pm. 5TL per person. To book teams call
0533 884 9816.

15th June – Friday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak
will be hosting a fun quiz with animal theme in aid
of FARC (Famagusta Animal Rehoming Canines)
from 7pm. 35TL to include meal with 10TL
donated to FARC/MGA.

23rd June – Saturday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak will be presenting Glastonvicki. A
day of peace, music and love. Starts at
2.30pm. Food and drink available. Tel Vicki
on 0533 835 5133.

15th June – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present The Hot Club of
Cyprus. Starting at 10pm. Entrance 25TL.
20th June – Wednesday - Supper Club event at
the Colony Garden, Girne – Bee Gees show
“Stayin’ Alive”.
Event in aid of the Civil
Emergency Service Volunteers (CESV). 7pm
welcome cocktail.
3-course set meal with
vegetarian options. £55 per person. Tickets
available mid-May from Colony Reception, Best
Seller Bookshops - Karakum and Alsancak. More
information via the link shown below :
27th June – Wednesday - Friends of the TRNC
Emergency Services (112) will be having their
monthly Afternoon Tea Talk at the Black Olive
Cafe, Alsancak, starting at 3pm. The speaker will
be Ibrahim Çağlar of the TRNC Civil Defence. To
book call 0533 840 7834. Note: This has been
changed from the normal slot of 13th June
21st June – Thursday – Quiz Night and Karaoke
at The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe at 8.30pm.
5TL per person. To book teams call 0533 884
9816.

KAR Auction - https://cyprusscene.com/2018/05/22/kar-auction-at-the-courtyard-inn-karakum/
Colony Garden - Bee Gees - https://cyprusscene.com/2018/03/12/colony-garden-bee-gees-stayin-alive-tribute-update/
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 20
GRID No 57

GRID No. 58

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 20
Famous Britons
1) Baby Spice
2) Angela Mortimer

American History
1) Sieur de Bienville, a Frenchman who founded a settlement on the
site in 1718
2) 1777

TV Characters
1) Victor Meldrew
2) Antique dealer

British History
1) Betty Boothroyd
2) 1973

New York
1) South of Houston Street
2) In honour of the New York Times which moved its office there
in 1904
Castles
1) Dublin Castle
2) Chateau de Chenonceau
Elton John
1) Empty Garden
2) Sacrifice / Healing Hands

Theatre
1) A room behind the stage where actors gather before a
performance to relax
2) The Old Vic
Thomas Hardy
1) Architecture
2) Wessex
Nursery Rhymes
1) Vinegar and brown paper
2) Four and twenty

How did you do?
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
9th June – Saturday
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kurtuluş Cad, (Teachers Hotel) Girne. Tel: 815 9067
Aşar Karaoğlanoğlu, Karaoğlanoğlu. Zıraat Bankası. Tel: 822 3885

13th June – Wednesday
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 815 2585
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009

10th June – Sunday
Rizki Eczanesi, Nacı Talat Cad No 3, Girne. Tel: 815 3496
Yusuf Tandoğan Girne Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad Catalkoy.
Tel: 0548 865 3434

14th June – Thursday
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Girne. Tel: 822 2287
Girne Eczanesi, Bedreddın Demirel Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 1447

11th June – Monday
Buğçe Eczanesi, Nusmar Market Zeytinlik yolu, Girne. Tel: 815 0032
Gündal Eczanesi, Iskenderum Cad. Altınör Apt. Karakum. Tel: 816 0543
12th June – Tuesday
Ziya Sencer Eczanesi, Mete Adair cad. (Magıc Tower) Girne.
Tel: 815 2661
Aydin Life Eczanesi, Minimall Plaza, Bellapais Road, Dogankoy.
Tel: 815 7350

15th June – Friday
Buğçe Eczanesi, Nusmar Market Zeytinlik Road Girne. Tel: 815 0032
Gündal Eczanesi, Iskenderum Cad. Altınör Apt. Karakum. Tel: 816 0543
16th June – Saturday
Tören 11 Eczanesi, Vakıflar Çarşısı Gırne. Tel: 815 1790
Nazim Variş Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 821 3088

Duty Chemists for the
Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (as at 8th June 2018)
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Sports Quiz : 10 questions and this weeks Stinker
By Richard Beale.
Here are this week 10 questions on Sport in
general together with this weeks “stinker
question” .
The answers will be found on page 26 of this weeks
Enewspapers. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!

Question 1. In Polo what is a period of play called ?
Question 2. What Country was Golf invented in ?
Question 3. Which English footballer was a member of the 1958/1962/1966
and 1970 World Cup Football Squads ? ‘
Question 4 In Tennis what follows a “deuce”
Question 5 Which F1 driver was killed when he hit a barrier in the 1994 San
Marino Grand Prix ?.

This weeks STINKER:
The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Question 6 ‘El Clasico” is a match between which two Football Clubs ?
Question 7 Which Ex England cricket Captain made his Pro-Boxing debut
against Richard Dawson in 2012 ?.
Question 8 How many players are on a American Football team ?
Question 9 In 2022 which City will have been the first City to have hosted
both the Summer and Winter Olympics ?
Question 10 Fulham are back in the Premier League. Who was their Manager
when they last earned promotion to the top flight in 2000-01 ?. A – Jean
Tigana, B- Roy Hodgson, C- Chris Coleman or D- Kevin Keegan ?.

Question: With Arsene Wenger (Arsenal) and Paul Tisdale (Exeter City) both relinquishing their postion as
Managers recently, who currently is the longest serving Manager in the Football League ? (Clue : League 1
Clu0b).

And who is the current longest serving Premier League Manager ?.

Last weeks STINKER:
The question was:
The question was and it was a horrible one for Manchester United anoraks !. Which Ex Manchester United
Goalkeepers (who all played for United’s first team”) played against United during the reign of Sir Alex
Ferguson (1986- 2013).

Answers:
Mark Bosnich, Roy Carroll, Ben Foster, Tim Howard, Peter Schmeichel, Les Sealy, Chris Turner and Gary
Walsh.
Sorry it was a real stinker I got 4 !.
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Bahçeli Blow It!
KARADENIZ 61 2 BAHÇELİ SK 1
By Richard Beale...
Sunday June 3, 2018 : BTM League
2, Group 2 : Akova Eray Vudali
Stadi
With the Group so tight a win for
Bahçeli would have seen them “top of
table”, instead they have slumped to
the bottom of the table their season in
disarray. Beaten by their bitter rivals
Karadeniz, who now lead the table and
beaten by a side who played with 10
men for 60 minutes.
I came to watch a football game which
as a match had everything you could
wish for, a tense struggle with so much
at stake the possibility of a ‘top spot’
prize for the winners.
However what I witnessed were
disgraceful and disturbing scenes that I
have never seen before at a football
match. After Bahceli had pulled a goal
back in the 70th minute trouble started
between both sets of supporters as the
Police struggled to keep the two
warring factions apart. The last 20
minutes of the game should have been
an exciting climax but was spoilt by
the simmering tension and atmosphere.
When the final whistle blew there was
an incident on the pitch between some
of the players which developed into
skirmishes, that was all that was
needed to ignite the blue touch paper as
supporters clambered over the fence to
join in the battles.
It was violent, sad and disgraceful,
with both sets of players and
supporters having let their Clubs and
Villages down. I won’t dwell on it, but
I expect both Clubs will face
disciplinary action from the Football
Federation, possibly points deduction.
Back to the football - Bahçeli paraded
their 3 new signings this week, striker

Ibrahim
Çelik,(from
Geçitkale), himself down and put away the
defenders Barış Yilmaz (Tatlisu) and subsequent penalty. HALF TIME
SCORE : 1-0.
ex Esentepe player Salih Yanmis.
These signing certainly made a
difference to Bahçeli as they started
playing their best football of the
season. They attacked quickly using
the speed of Ibrahim, with crisp
passing and had a number of chances
. the lead, with Ibrahim, Umur
to take
and Uğurcan going close.
Karadeniz were no slouches either
using the fast raiding widemen Ekrem
and Reşat. In midfield the barrel
chested and combative Mustafa Kaya
was working prodigiously.
Karadeniz goalkeeper Yakin made a
flying save to keep out a powerful shot
from Umar in the 24th minute.
In the 30th minute Karadeniz was
reduced to 10 men when defender
Doğan was sent off after a horrendous
tackle on Ibrahim Çelik which left the
Bahçeli forward rolling in agony.

Karadeniz completely shook Bahceli
when they increased their lead in the
54th minute with a brilliant breakaway
goal. Bahceli had players upfield for a
free kick that was cleared to the
halfway line to Karadeniz lone striker
Türker who held the ball up well and
took out a couple of defenders before
squaring the ball across to YUSUF
ALTINER a defender who broke from
his own half to finish the move to send
the Karadeniz supporters into raptures.
2-0
You could not tell that Karadeniz were
down to 10 men urged on by their
vociferous and partizan supporters they
chased, closed down on everything.
They have three giant defenders well
over 6 foot tall, goalscorer Yusuf,
Ibrahim and Gökan and Bahçeli attacks
floundered against players as they
desperately tried to get back into the
game. Karadeniz Captain Ogün was
leading by example, getting through a
tremendous amount of work. The same
can be said for Bahçeli’s Uğurcan who
was trying his damnedest to find a
break through for his team.

Bahceli continued to miss chances and
were made to pay when Karadeniz
against the run of play took the lead in
the 43rd minute. Bahçeli defender
Cafer brought down the Karadeniz
Captain OGÜN DURSUN, who dusted Bahceli at last reduced the deficit in the

70th minute, when substitute HALIL
NEBİLOĞLU latched onto a through
ball from Cemre to prod past Yakin.
2-1.
After that goal I don't wish to
remember what went on afterwards.
FULL TIME SCORE : 2-1

Next BAHÇELİ SK match
BAHÇELİ SK v YARKÖY SK
Saturday 9 June ko 5-oopm at
Tatlısu Rauf Raif Denktaş
Stadıum
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Action at the North Cyprus 2018 Rally

By Chris Elliott...
Our
CyprusScene's
sports
correspondent, Richard Beale
is
enjoying a good rest whilst the football
league takes a summer holiday but as
they say "you cannot keep a good man
down" and Richard has been out
taking some photos of the 2018 North
Cyprus Rally which started on 1st
June.
Richard has kindly sent us some great
photos he had taken of one of the
stages between Esentepe and Görneç
so we can share them with those
readers that like motor sport.

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 24

Answer 1 Chukka

Answer 6 Real Madrid/ Barcelona.

Answer 2 Scotland

Answer 7 Freddie Flintoff

Answer 3 Bobby Charlton

Answer 8 45, but only 11 can be on the field at
the same time

Answer 4 Advantage
Answer 9 Beijing
Answer 5 Ayrton Senna
Answer 10 A – Jean Tigana
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TRNC Football Team Qualify for CONIFA Cup Quarter Finals
TRNC 3 TIBET 1
By Richard Beale ....
Group B Second match
Saturday June 2nd: CONIFA CUP
2018: Enfield Queen Elizabeth
Stadium, London.
The TRNC National Football team
took a big step in their bid to reach the
Tournament's Quarter Final stage with
a convincing 3-1 win against Tibet.
The TRNC National Football team
took a big step in their bid to reach the
Tournament's Quarter Final stage with
a convincing 3-1 win against Tibet.
The large contingent of TRNC
supporters did not have to wait long to
see their team take an early lead in the
second minute. HALIL TURAN
scored with a hard shot from inside
the penalty area. 1-0.

Action photo and team celebrations from TRNC v Tibet match
The Magusa Türk Gücü striker
almost scored again in the 6th minute
but was denied by a good save from
the Tibetan Goalkeeper Bhakbu.
Tibet equalised in the 41st minute
following a goal direct from a free
kick by TOPGYAL, despite a valiant
attempt from the TRNC goalkeeper

Hasan Piro to save it. 1-1.

Bhakbu. 2-1.

62 minutes TRNC hit the bar from an
effort from Tansel. However the
National side did not have to wait
much longer when HALIL TURAN
scored his second goal in the 65th
minute. The striker received the ball in
the penalty area turned and shot past

The
Super
League’s
leading
goalscorer UĞUR GÖK wrapped the
game up for the TRNC when he
fastened onto a Firat through ball to
slip the ball past Bhakbu.
FULL TIME SCORE : 3-1

TRNC 2 ABKHAZIA 2

Team celebrations from TRNC v Abkhazia match match
Group B third Match
Sunday June 3rd; Queen Elizabeth
Stadium, Enfield.
The final Group match saw the
TRNC denied of a second victory
when they conceded a penalty in
injury time which subsequently was
scored by Abkhazia Argyn to square

the match. The TRNC still
qualified as runners for the quarter
finals behind Group winners
Karpatalja. They will meet the host
nation Barawa (Somalia), though
the match to be played in London
on Tuesday June 5th.
Abkhazia took the lead after 21
minutes when MAKASEVS scored

with a powerful shot from outside the
box.

(Holders, Italy) Runners up : Szekely
Land (Romania)

TRNC equalised after 34 minutes
when a long throw in from Kenan was
headed in by ÜNAL

Group D Winners: WESTERN
ARMENIA Runners up : Punjab.

KENAN OSHAN scored after 77
minutes with a shot which looked like
winning it for the Cypriot side only for
them to concede an injury time
equaliser.
WHO QUALIFIED ?
Group A Winners: BARAWA
(Somalia), Runners up : Cascadia
(USA/Canada)
Group B Winners: KARPATALJA
(Hungary) Runners up : TRNC
Group C Winners: PADANIA

QUARTER FINAL MATCHES
(were played on Tuesday June 5th)
TRNC v BARAWA (Gander Green
Lane Sutton ko 5-00pm)
PADANIA v PUNJAB
KARPATALJA v CASCADIA
WESTERN ARMENIA v SZEKELY
LAND.
WHAT IS THE CONIFA CUP ?
CONIFA is an International football
tournament held every year for States,
Minorities, Stateless people and regions
unaffiliated with FIFA

Photos : Arena Sporkolk - Ahmet ÖZYAŞAR and Recep ÖZKAMALİ (KTSYD London)
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"Smash and Grab" TRNC Football Team
in the Semi's
TRNC 8 BARAWA 0
By Richard Beale ....
Tuesday 5th June : CONIFA Cup
Quarter Finals : Gander Green
Lane, Sutton.
The TRNC National Football Team "
smashed" Somalia Region and Host
Nation
Barawa 8-0 to "grab" a
Semi- Final Place in this year's 2018
CONIFA Cup held in the London
Region.
TRNC overwhelmed the African side
and ran out easy winners to book a
Semi-Final place on Thursday evening
against Tournament favourites and
current holders Padania, a region in
Northern Italy

Action and celebration pictures from TRNC v Barawa match

TRNC Scorers : Ugür Nacı Gök
(15,50, and 84), Billy Mehmet (55),
Ayyup own goal (58), Halıl Turan
(69), Ahmet Sivri (81) and Tansel
(90).
Photos : Arena Sporkolk - Ahmet ÖZYAŞAR

OTHER
QUARTER
RESULTS :

FINAL

Western Armenia - Szekely Land 0-4
Karpatalja - Cascadia 3-1.

Padania - Punjab

2-0 :

and Recep ÖZKAMALİ (KTSYD London)

Brilliant, TRNC make it to the Finals!
TRNC 3 PADANIA 2
performance in a very entertaining
match.
The holders took the lead after 30
minutes when MAZZOTTI forced the
ball home despite the close attention of
two TRNC defenders. 0-1.

Photos : Arena Sporkoilk.com Ahmet Özyaşar - Recep Özkmalı KTSYD London

By Richard Beale ..

the 2018 CONIFA Cup Final.

Thursday June 7 : CONIFA Cup
Semi Final : Colston Avenue,
Carshalton.

The TRNC side overcame the
favourites and current holders
Padania scoring twice in the last 10
minutes to book a place in the Final

The TRNC National Football side
will represent their country on
Saturday 9th June when they play
Ukraine Region team Karpatalja in

.In a repeat of last year's Final, it
was the TRNC who overcame their
Italian opponents in a brave, gutsy

TRNC equaliser came in the 36th
minute, when Kenan made progress
down the left, passing to Halil, who in
turn found BILLY MEHMET to score.
1-1.
The TRNC were caught off guard just
before the interval when INNOCENTI
scored. 1-2.
The TRNC did all the running in the
second half, but it looked like the
Italians would hold onto their lead.

However the TRNC had nothing to lose
and piled players forward and finally
the Italians cracked.
80 minutes and a cross was only
partially cleared, the ball found HALIL
TURAN who scored with a shot from
the edge of the penalty area. 2-2.
84 minutes Substitute Ugür Gök set up
Alsancak striker BILLY MEHMET to
score his second goal. 3-2.
The Italians had Gianluca sent off in
the 95th minute, but the TRNC held on
to win a thrilling match.
There were wild scenes of celebration
between the players and the many
TRNC supporters.

